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Many PHP applications are distributed with configuration files for the Docs Â· Windows Â· Azure Â· Visual Studio Â·
Office Â· Microsoft Apache/PHP/ Application settings: # # Protect files and directories from prefix, you # can use one of
the following settings to redirect users to your preferred # URL, either.

This makes it really easy to launch and run for development scenarios. Set the default handler. This facility is
key in helping you debug node. When you create a new ASP. Web, but in ASP. DirectoryIndex index.
Whether you running called from IIS, IIS Express or whether you do dotnet run directly from the command
line - you are running the exact same code and in most cases the exact same execution environment. NET
Core project or create one. Without IIS or http. A typical publish command may look like this: dotnet publish
--framework netcoreapp1. ENT Core at all, you will no doubt have heard of Kestrel, the new high
performance , cross-platform web server built specifically for ASP. In the. IIS 7 and above uses a file called
Web. NET routing have some functional overlap, they address scenarios that are unique to each technology.
The technologies can be used together and can complement each other. You then create and configure your
own lightweight HTTP server within your application itself. You might think that Windows and node don't
belong together. Ongoing requests are allowed to gracefully finish execution using the old version of the
application, while all new requests are dispatched to the new version of the app. NET routing as an advanced
handler-mapping mechanism. In this section, we explain how to make this choice. For the sample application
in a Web. These two profiles run your application in two distinct ways. If it does, ASP. This means you can't
easily mix ASP. If deploying on Linux, you should run a comparable reverse proxy server such as Apache or
Nginx to proxy requests to Kestrel. There is an excellent post from Ben Foster which shows the most common
ways to configure Urls when you are using Kestrel as the web server. SetBasePath Directory. Luckily, you can
also load the urls from an external configuration file, from environment variables, from command line
arguments, or any source supported by the Configuration system. Summary This post gave a brief summary of
the changes to the server hosting model in ASP. This provides a larger range of hosting options than just
hosting in IIS - in particular self-hosting in your own process. While it's possible to directly access Kestrel via
an IP Address and available port, there are number of reasons why you don't want to expose your application
directly this way in production environments. More I created another couple of posts that follow up this one
with a few more specific use cases: Process Identity, Performance and using IIS to serve static content:.
Kestrel doesn't support host header routing which is required to allow multiple port 80 bindings on a single IP
address. This is awful and totally my fault. And it's a Wrap Currently IIS hosting and publishing is not
particularly well documented and there are some rough edges around the publishing process. Once created,
there will be a file Program. Remember, we sell Windows, so it's good if it does many things well. IIS can for
example handle restarting your app if it crashes, it can manage the SSL layer and certificates for you, it can
filter requests, as well as handle hosting multiple applications on the same server.


